What Should I Know For Module 8?
8.00: The Modern Era- Introduction
After completing the Module 8 Pre-Test, please open the Pre-test and look over the questions you missed. It is a great idea to write down all of the questions you missed so that you’re sure to add this information to your notes.
8.01: Roots of the Cold War
-How did the map of Europe change after WWII?

-What is a Cold War?

Why were the United States and Soviet Union so different?
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-Describe the following events of the Cold War:
	-Truman Doctrine:

	-Space Race:

	-Arms Race:

-What is the purpose of propaganda?

-How did the Cold War affect the psychology of the United States and Soviet Union?

8.02: Modern China
-How would you describe the Chinese Civil War?


-Describe the following events in China during the 20th Century (1900s):
	Five Year Plan:

	Hundred Flowers Campaign:

	Great Leap Forward:

	Cultural Revolution:

	One Child Policy:

	Special Economic Zones:

-How did Deng Xiaoping impact China’s economy?
	

-What happened in Tiananmen Square?



8.03: Proxy Wars
-What is a proxy war?

-What is a belligerent?

-What was the domino theory?

-What did the US hope to accomplish with the containment policy?

-Briefly describe the following proxy wars:
	Korea:

	Vietnam:

	South Africa:

	Cuba:

	Chile:

	Iran-Contra:

	Bay of Pigs:

	Suez Crisis:

	Afghanistan:

8.04: The Iron Curtain Comes Down
-Why was the Soviet Union formed?

-How did Eastern Europe react to becoming Soviet satellites? 

-Describe the causes for the fall of the Soviet Union and end to the Cold War:
	The Hungarian Uprising:


Prague Spring:


Détente:


Solidarity:


Mikhail Gorbachev:


Perestroika and Glasnost:


Velvet Revolution:


The Fall of the Berlin Wall:


-When was it finally clear that the Soviet Union had come to an end?
8.05: New Nationalism
-What was the Zionist Movement?

-What impact did the Holocaust have on the newly formed United Nations?
	
-Briefly describe the following effects of the creation of Israel:
	The First War:

	The Six Days War:

	The Yom Kippur War:

-Why was Pakistan created?

-Describe the leaders of nationalist movements:
	Mohandas Gandhi:

Jawaharial Nehru:

Gamal Abdel Nasser:

Fidel Castro:

Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier:

-How might nationalism lead to violence? Include an example.


-What do people in the Basque region of Spain hope to achieve?


8.06: Globalization
-How did the economies of the following nations change after WWII?
	Japan:


	United States:


-What is a free-trade agreement? Be sure to include an example.

-What are the purposes of organizations such as the European Union or NAFTA?


-What is cultural diffusion?

-How has outsourcing impacted the global economy?

-What have some nations done to help protect their national culture? (France, China, and India)


-Why has globalization increased?
	1)						2)
-How do the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Group of 8 (G8) encourage economic growth and limit abuse?
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-What role has technology played in globalization?

-What is The Kyoto Protocol?
8.07: Invisible Warfare
-What is Invisible Warfare?

-How is terrorism different from traditional warfare?


-Why do people commit acts of terrorism?


-What does fundamentalism mean?


-Why is “extremist” a better term for describing the ideology of a terrorist?

-How has religious fundamentalism been used by extremists in the Middle East?

-What were the causes of the following events?
	Increase in Islamic extremism in the Middle East:

Northern Ireland and the IRA: 

	Iraq War:

	Afghanistan War:

Describe the Responses to Terrorism
United States
The World








	

